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ABSTRACT

Relative-momentum correlations have been measured for pairs of protons from central col-
lisions of 14.6 AGeV/c 28Si with 27A1, 107Ag and 197Au nuclei. The protons were detected
in a region centered near a laboratory rapidity of 1.2. Theoretical correlation functions are
convoluted with the spectrometer response function and fitted to the data to derive the source
volume. The fitted radii are corrected for small relativistic effects. The extracted volumes are
consistent with a crude geometrical overlap model and depart from JT—IT and K—K data trends
which suggest a source sii,e closer to that of the projectile.

1. Introduction

Relative-momentum correlation measurements have become a standard technique for ob-
taining information about the space-time extent of the reaction region of particles emitted
in a wide variety of collisions.1 This knowledge is especially important in the field of rela-
tivistic heavy ion collisions where geometrical considerations are crucial to understanding
the reactions. The pioneering work of Goldhaber et al. studying pairs of pions2 was followed
by advances in methodology3'4'5 and later extended to protons.6

Correlation results from different particle species can be used to provide complimentary
information about the collision dynamics. Pions, the most copiously produced particles, can
be used to investigate the particle production volume, addressing issues such as secondary
interactions and shadowing by the baryons. Kaon pair measurements suffer from reduced
statistics due to their low production rate but they can provide vital information about
the dynamics of strange particles. In addition, the reinteraction and shadowing of K+ 's is
expected to be smaller than that for other particles. Because baryon production is suppressed
by several orders of magnitude compared to meson production at AGS energies,7 detected
protons can be assumed to be target and projectile participants. Thus, proton correlations
directly probe the interaction volume and can be used to address questions of baryon density,
source expansion, and shadowing. In all cases, the correlation technique is sensitive to the
separation of particles at freeze-out, i.e. the point of last interaction. In addition, the reaction
dynamics may produce correlations between the momentum and position of particles. Such
effects could restrict pairs with low relative momentum to arise only from spatially close
points in the source.
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The E802/859 experiment is in the unique position of having collected correlation data
for four different particle species (protons, K+, TT+, and ir~) from a single well defined system
(central Si + Au). In addition, measurements of pion and proton correlations have been made
for other targets as well as a range of impact parameters. This contribution will describe the
results obtained from the proton data. Details of the pion and kaon analysis can be found in
the literature and elsewhere in these proceedings.8'9'10'11 For both pions and kaons emitted
in central collisions of Si with Al and Au targets, source radii roughly consistent with the Si
projectile size were found.

Although the generic term 'correlation' is used to describe the process of measuring source
sizes with both protons and mesons, the underlying physics is actually significantly different.
It is important to understand the limitations and advantages that these differences impose
on the analysis. For all particle types, the technique involves comparing the probability
of detecting a pair of particles at a given relative momentum to the product of two single
particle probabilities leading to the same pair. This ratio of probabilities is called the corre-
lation function and denoted C2. It would be identically unity if the pair probabilities were
determined by phase space alone.

The meson correlations are dominated by Bose-Einstein statistics which require that
the wavefunction of a pair of identical bosons be symmetric. This causes the measured
correlation function to have an enhancement above one that extends over a range of relative
momentum that is inversely proportional to the size of the source (compare, for example,
Fig. 2a and Fig. 5a of Ron Soltz's contribution10). Specifically, C2, plotted as a function of
a given relative momentum component, has an enhancement of extent qu ss h/R^, where qu

and Rn are conjugate momentum and position components. Because of the association of
conjugate variables in 4-space and 4-momentum, different components of relative momentum
can be used to measure different components of the source dimensions. One non-physics
distinction between mesons and protons is that, by convention, boson correlation functions
are displayed with the Coulomb contribution divided out so that the data do not drop at
zero relative momentum.

In contrast, the proton pair probability is only weakly affected by the Fermi statistics
which cause a suppression at low q. Instead, the dominant contribution is a strong interaction
resonance of the virtual "diproton" in the 1So channel at Q « 420 KeV.6'12 Thus, all proton
correlation functions have a peak at roughly the same location and with roughly equal width.
In this case, it is the height of the peak that is inversely proportional to the volume of the
source.13 Because the resonance is S-wave, this dominant component contains no directional
information. Therefore, one extracts information only about the source volume, not different
radial components. As an example, the correlation function for a source in the shape of a
rotated ellipse with semi-major axes of 3 and 12 fm was generated. It differs from C2 for a
spherical source of the same volume because of the Fermi statistics contribution, but only
by « 10% at the peak. For protons, the Coulomb correction is typically not divided out m
displayed data so there is always a minimum at q = 0.

2. The Experiment
Data for this analysis were collected with the E802 magnetic spectrometer as part of

experiment E80214 as well as with the trigger enhancements built for experiment E859.15
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Proton pairs were detected from central collisions of 14.6 A-GeV/c Si ions with targets of
Al, Ag, and Au. The Au and Ag targets were 1% of an interaction length thick to reduce
multiple scattering and conversion of 7—rays. The Al target was 3% of an interaction length
thick. Central events were selected by triggering on the upper 7% (E859) or 12% (E802) of
the multiplicity distribution in the Target Multiplicity Array (TMA). Additional centraiity
information was provided by the Zero Degree Calorimeter (ZCAL). The Time Of Flight
(TOF) wall, a 160 element scintillator array located behind the magnet, functioned as the
primary particle identification detector.

For the E802 data, a crude two track trigger was used which required two TOF slats to
be hit. An additional enhancement of positive pairs was achieved by removing the 48-slat
section of the TOF wall struck predominantly by negative particles. For the data sets taken
as part of E859, a full 2nd-level trigger16 was used to select events with two positive tracks
behind the magnet. More details of the trigger conditions and analysis can be found in
Ref. 17. All data sets cover essentially the same region in laboratory rapidity and transverse
momentum, y and pt, shown in Fig. 1. The center-of-mass rapidity for central collisions Is
located at 1.72 and 1.25 for Si + Al and Si + Au, respectively.

Kinematic Range for Protons

c

0.25 0.75 1 1.25

Lab Rapidity
1.5 1.75

Fig. 1: Kinematic distribution for protons used in the present analysis. Panel (a) displays yield contours in
laboratory rapidity and transverse momentum. Panel (b) is a histogram of proton counts versus rapidity.

3. Correlation Functions
Information about the proton source is derived from the correlation function, €2(4)1 which

is calculated from the ratio of the measured distribution in relative momentum, A{q), to a
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background distribution, B(q). The latter is generated by creating pairs using random com-
binations of protons from different events. It contains the effects of two-body phase space in
the absence of interactions or statistical correlations. Both distributions were histograinmed
using bins of 8.5 MeV/c width starting at q = 0.

We use the symbol q to denote the magnitude of the momentum of relative motion in
the proton pair center of mass system:

q = (1)

Note that the energy difference, qo, is identically zero in this system. Also, note the division
by 2 which distinguishes this variable from the relative momentum in the center of mass
(usually denoted Q or Qinv) often used for bosons. The resonance peak is centered at
q « 20 MeV/c and is well represented by a Lorentzian with width T as 25 MeV/c.6 Because
the height of the resonance varies inversely with the source volume, extremely high statistics
would be required to accurately measure a source with an rms radius larger than « 8 fm.
The minimum radius is presumably fixed by the effective proton dimensions.

4. Spectrometer Response Function and Fitting Procedure
The spectrometer response to a pair of proton tracks was studied using a simulation code

based on the GEANT18 package. Protons from different events were randomly combined,
thus generating a pair momentum distribution close to that present in the data. In each
simulation run, only pairs from one of the 8.5 MeV/c wide bins in q (14 bins in all) were
used as input. Both energy loss and multiple scattering were included in the simulation. The
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Fig. 2: Spectrometer response functions for selected ranges of input relative momentum. See text for
explanation.

output of GEANT was then analysed using the same track reconstruction code used for real
data and relative momentum histograms were generated. The results contain information
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on ^-dependent reconstruction efficiency and resolution as well as systematic effects. In this
way, a 14x14 response-function matrix relating input q to reconstructed q was formed, which
we denote RFj.

A few examples of the response function are shown in Fig. 2. The distribution in recon-
structed relative momentum, ^rec, is shown for three ranges in input relative momentum,
qinp. The input limits are listed in each panel and also shown by the vertical dashed lines.
The dominant effect is the spread of reconstructed momenta corresponding to a relative
momentum resolution of « 8 MeV/c. Recalling the division by 2 in Eq. 1, this result is
comparable to that found for pions. The asymmetry in the reconstructed q distributions
results partly from the fact that the input distribution is not uniform across the bin because
of phase space. In addition, there is a systematic shift to higher q that results whenever
oq « 9, an effect that is quite dramatic for the lowest q input bin.17

Theoretical correlation functions19'20 for a uniform spherical Gaussian source and zero
lifetime (r = 0 assumption) were generated for many values of the source radius. The effects
of Coulomb repulsion and Fermi statistics as well as the resonance are included in the calcu-
lation. The theoretical prediction for each value of the radius, R, was histogrammed using
the 8.5 MeV/c wide bins. The variation of the contents of each bin as a function of R was
parameterized using polynomials. The procedure to extract a source size from the measured
data starts with a theoretical correlation function generated using this parameterization and
an initial value of R. Multiplying by the experimental B(q) yields a prediction for the mea-
sured relath'e-momentum distribution, T(q), in the absence of realistic spectrometer effects.
A convolution of this T(q) with the spectrometer response function was performed according
to the standard procedure:21

A?e°{q) = (RF*TY=

where both i and j run from 1 to 14. The resultant Athe0(q) includes all the effects of
the spectrometer on the theoretical T(q). Aiheo{q) was adjusted to match the measured
distribution, Aexp(q), by using the CERN package MINUIT 22 to vary the radius and the
overall normalization.

5. Results
Fig. 3 shows the measured and fit correlation functions for the Al (from E859), Au and

Ag targets. The theoretical predictions excluding spectrometer effects, T(q), are shown as
dashed lines. Note that the experimental resolution described previously is a large fraction
of the resonance width. Consequently, the convolution with the response function lowers
the predicted peak height by w 20% and has a significant impact on the extracted radius.
The results of the fits for the three targets are listed in Table 1. The fitted radii have been
converted to root-mean-square (rms) values assuming a Gaussian souTce. The line labelled
ZC refers to a data set formed from the E859 Al data by the addition of a software cut
on ZCAL energy. This was necessary because, for a symmetric system, central collisions
selected using TMA do not determine the number of projectile and target participants as
well as a cut on ZCAL, which effectively counts projectile spectators. The ZCAL cut selects
a more central subset of the TMA gated data. These lower impact parameter events ate
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Table 1: Fitted rms radii for the different targets. These radii have not been corrected for Lorentz effects.
See text for explanation of the different data sets.

E802

E859

Target

Al
Au

Ag
Al

A1ZC

Total pairs

13376
82419

42178
37969
13543

Rrm,(fm) |

3.5618'}?
4.75j£J5
A El+0.18
*- 0 1 -0 .16
q co+0.10

expected to have more participants. Therefore, the increase in radius between the uncut
Al and Al(ZC) data is not surprising although a detailed model of the correlation between
TMA and ZCAL would be needed to study this difference quantitatively.

The radii extracted using this analysis need to be corrected for relativistic effects17'23

resulting from the Lorentz contraction between the proton pair rest frame and the source
rest frame. The radius in the pair frame is larger by a factor 7PP than that in the source
frame. This fpp factor affects only the source dimension in the direction defined by the
pair. Since we assume spherical sources, and since the measurement is only sensitive to
the source volume, this Lorentz effect enlarges the measured radius by a factor of 71/3.
Discussion of a similar effect for pions and kaons can be found in Ref. 9. To correct for
this shift, the momentum of the average proton pair needs to be calculated in the source
frame. The source was assumed to be moving purely in the beam direction with a velocity
given by the system composed of the projectile and target participants calculated from the
geometry of the collision. Table 2 lists the average laboratory rapidity of the proton pairs
with q < 30 MeV/c, which contribute most heavily in the C-i resonance peak. For the Al
target, the correction was not affected by the ZCAL cut. The resultant Lorentz correction
factors are also listed together with the corrected rms radii. The correction is largest for the
Al target because the detected protons are farthest in rapidity from the assumed source.

Table 2: Average kinematic quantities for q < 30 MeV/c pairs. The last row lists Lorentz corrected radii.

1 <y>

< lvr> > ( 1 / 3 )

1 RZTsected fm

Al

1.02
1.115

3.20±g;gl

Al(ZC)

1.115
q eq+0.18

Ag

1.01
1.054

A «O+0.17
4-*°-0.15

Au

0.97
1.057

A cn+0.144.0U_0.13

In contrast to the results found with pions emitted in similar collisions,8'10 the extracted
proton source radii show a significant variation with target size. In Fig. 4, the Lorentz
corrected radii values are compared with the predictions of a crude geometrical model. For
central collisions of Si with the Ag and Au targets, all projectile nucleons are assumed to
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Fig. 3: Relative momentum correlation functions for pairs of protons emitted in central collisions of Si + Al.
Ag, and Au. The solid histogram is the theoretical prediction assuming a spherical source. The dashed line
is the theoretical prediction in the absence of spectrometer effects. Listed radii are the fully corrected values
from Table 2.

participate. For impact parameter approximately zero, the number of target participants is
given by24

Atarpart = AtaTg [l - (l - (ApTOJ/AtaTgf
3f/2j (3)

The results of this equation are 58 and 75 target participants for the Ag and Au targets,
respectively. For the Al targets, the results from Glauber calculations25 (using the ZCAL cut
to constrain the impact parameter) determine the average number of projectile and target
participants to be 21 and 20, respectively. The ordinate in Fig. 4 is the rrns radius of a
spherical source containing the total of projectile and target participants (assuming normal
nuclear matter density). The abscissa is the measured radius listed in Table 2. The dashed
line shows where the points would fall if the two numbers matched exactly. Because central
collisions produce large numbers of pions (up to several hundred for Si+Au), one might
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Fig. 4: Source sizes measured using proton pairs from central collisions of Si + Al, Ag, and Au. Lorentz
corrected rms radii (abscissa) are compared to geometrical model predictions (ordinate). The points are
labelled by the target and the average number of projectile and target participants.

expect the protons to freeze out at a density smaller than that for normal nuclei due to
expansion pressure from the pions. On the other hand, dynamical correlations may restrict
the measured source volume to be smaller than the true source size. Fig. 4 demonstrates
that all such expansion and restriction effects must approximately cancel. Analysis is un-
derway using the ARC code26 to study the magnitude of these different influences on proton
correlation measurements.

6. Summary

In summary, we report the first measurements of relative momentum correlations of pairs
of protons emitted near mid-rapidity from the collisions of heavy ions at AGS energies. The
source volumes (after correction for Lorentz effects) are consistent with a crude geometrical
overlap model. The change in radius with target size is in marked contrast with the pion
and kaon results previously measured in the same collisions with the same spectrometer.
The latter were consistent with the Si projectile radius and are smaller than the proton
source sizes measured in the present work. This might suggest that pions and kaons are
not produced in the full nucleus-nucleus interaction region. This combination of meson and
baryon source information will provide severe constraints on any model attempting to explain
particle production in this energy regime.
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